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KIRIL VELCHEV
Executive Director

I would like to express my gratitude to our business partners who,
beside the team of Plovdiv 2019, actively and significantly contributed
to the creation of the programme of the first Bulgarian ECoC. With your
professionalism, commitment and love for the city, you made the the
slogan of Plovdiv 2019 TOGETHER quite meaningful.
You set an example of adherence to a significant undertaking during
the delicate times along the preparation period and during the
title year. We are proud that with the cooperation of all partners,
cultural institutes, cultural operators, state and municipal structures,
representatives of the private business and hearty volunteers, the
project of the first European Capital of Culture of Bulgaria not only
spread throughout the neighbouring regions but had a spill over effect
beyond the boundaries of Bulgaria and we reached to billions of
people all over Europe and the world. Each of you will be remembered
as a worthy creator and participant in the European Capital of Culture.
We are sure that with your future actions, you will continue to create,
build and spread the positive image of Plovdiv for culture, economy
and great social undertakings, in Europe and in the world.
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RADOST IVANOVA
Deputy Director of
Marketing Advertising
and Commercial Activity

An important part of the communication of "Plovdiv 2019", following
the goals set in the application book, was to tell the whole of Bulgaria
and the widest possible audience around the world about Plovdiv. We
aimed to narrate about its heritage, about modern cultural life, which
makes Plovdiv part of contemporary Europe, to tell about the energy
of the citizens of Plovdiv, involved in the creation of the first Bulgarian
European Capital of Culture.
During the application period, few people outside Bulgaria had heard of
Plovdiv, while now in 2020, this has changed.
Presenting the city's candidacy in front of the European panel, we
had to face the reality and share that Plovdiv was not a world-famous
destination. Therefore, from the moment we entered the competition
for the title (till the end of the title year), it was extremely important for
us and a huge opportunity, to use the benefit of the European Capital
of Culture as an added value for Plovdiv, as a brand, as a tool that
enhances the image of the city and its development.
Winning the title gave us energy and motivation to work harder and
with the confidence that we were doing something significant for
Plovdiv. Presenting the dynamic changes in Plovdiv was, for us, an
engine that provided energy not only during the year of the title, but
also in the years of preparation. Never before has Plovdiv been more in
the focus of so many international media from around the world from
Japan to the US, from Ireland to Australia.
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Plovdiv 2019 – European
Capital of Culture (ECoC) – this was the symbol of Plovdiv over the
last six years – from the moment the title was won in 2014, from
the wave of pride of citizens who filled the central streets with
joyful hearts, along with the dreams and through the strategy for
the development of the city, the hard work, all the difficulties and
successes that put the city in the media spotlight. Nostalgia with
which henceforth talk about "2019" and to the inheritance for which
we will continue to work in the future. More than 320 projects were
implemented and nearly 900 events carried. Plovdiv is proud of
KAPANA – the first Creative industries quarter, an entirely new
multi-layered product, with millions of private investments spent in
hotels, studios, cultural spaces, restaurants, and cafes. It attracts not
only Plovdivians and Bulgarians but also many foreigners, a trendy
5

place to visit. Festivals such as Opera Open, Plovdiv Jazz Fest, One
Dance Week, have unleashed their potential after they joined the
ECoC program in 2017. Each year they have been increasing their
international participation, audiences, and revenues. The show
"Odysseus" caused a real furor, staging a world-class performance
while "Medea", meant as a social project, impressed with its scope
and continued being performed on the big stage. Completely new
festivals appeared, changing the outlook of the city. The Hills
of Rock festival in three consecutive years has attracted tens of
thousands of visitors not only from all over Bulgaria but also from
the region. Two film productions were shot with Plovdiv – ECoC as a
central focus and continue to be shown not only in Bulgaria but also
abroad, telling about Plovdiv in a modern, fun, and dynamic way.
The ECoC is an image project, which put Plovdiv on the cultural
map of Europe, harnessed energy for the implementation of many
projects, triggered the construction of two new galleries in the
city, the opening of the Bishop’s Basilica, which is on the UNESCO
tentative list. Private investments only in hotels amounted to tens of
millions. The dynamics in the development of Plovdiv is proved by
its presence in different rankings such as Financial Times’ "Top 10 of
the most progressively developing places in the world."
In fact, the strategic work on advertising Plovdiv as a candidate for
the ECoC began in early 2013. One of the main communication goals
of the project was to upgrade the city's image, taking advantage of
the huge cultural, economic and social potential of Plovdiv. Working
nationally and internationally, using the momentum and the driving
force that this large-scale European brand carries, we increased
the popularity of Plovdiv and positioned it as a cultural, tourist and
investment center.
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OUR TARGET GROUPS WERE QUITE DIVERSE AND THE
APPROACHES VARIED ACCORDING TO THEM:
We wanted the citizens of Plovdiv and of the region to:
•
•
•

increasе their interest in culture and the arts;
feel proud of their city;
be informed about the ECoC project and about everything
that was about to happen.

We wanted people from Bulgaria to:
•
•
•
•

be informed that Plovdiv was designated as ECoC and
to become aware of the advantages of the project;
develop cultural and urban tourism in Plovdiv;
be more informed about the program and events in
the city;
see the project as a trademark of the city.

We wished that foreign audience:
•
•
•

detected the increased visibility and renown of Plovdiv;
recognized Plovdiv as a cultural tourist destination;
knew that Plovdiv was the ECoC 2019 and was aware of
the entailed benefits.

The communication and promotion activities included proven
traditional approaches using regional and national media,
strategically based advertising campaigns to promote the project
and the image of the city, daily work on social media, providing
information about specific opportunities for joining the project for
participants, viewers, volunteers. But we wanted something more –
to create an emotional connection with what is happening in Plovdiv,
a way to feel the pulse of the city, in a casual and unobtrusive way.
That is why we accepted and took advantage of all the opportunities
that opened up before us – we organized journalist tours, providing
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an opportunity for representatives of leading international media to
experience the hospitality of Plovdiv and its distinctive rhythm of life.
Plovdiv partook in the creation one of the most successful Bulgarian
films for 2019 – Reunion, which, in its own way, presented the charm
of Plovdiv and its spirit. We presented attractively in the National
Geographic Traveller series issues, related to the archaeological
and natural resources of the city, and to their preservation. With
the business partners who believed in the worthiness of the ECoC
project, we created co-branded products, that linked the history of
the city to the world of contemporary people. In partnership with
the Ministry of Tourism, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and with
cultural institutions abroad, we implemented successful advertising
campaigns abroad, i.e. in Rome, where the campaign showed our
links with the Italian ECoC – the city of Matera. Our joint work with
the only airline that operates flights to Plovdiv Airport directly
contributed to the significant growth in air traffic passengers who
chose to visit the city.
These are just part of the marketing strategies and tools that, before
and during the title-year, contributed to the success of Plovdiv as an
ECoC, with a potential audience of over 2 billion people worldwide.

The effects, expressed quantitatively,
can be checked in the results of the
National monitoring survey 2015 to 2019:
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The advertising campaign
of Plovdiv 2019 resulted
in widespread awareness
and recognition of the
ECoC project

85%

In 2019,
of the adult
population of the country
knew that Plovdiv was
designated as ECoC, in 2017
this share was 57%.

The Plovdiv ECoC 2019 project decisively
contributed to the validation of the image
of the city of Plovdiv as a cultural centre of
national importance, which is confirmed by
the following data:

51%

of the
For
Bulgarians Plovdiv is the
cultural capital of Bulgaria
(in 2017 this rate is 40%).

The number of visitors from
the country who come to
Plovdiv specifically for cultural
events or sites grew more
than three times – from 10.7%
of all visitors to the city in

38.6%

2015 to
in the
title-year – 2019. The captured
dynamics of this indicator
may be considered the most
serious success of Plovdiv
ECoC 2019.
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At the local level, the initiative contributes
significantly to strengthening the self-confidence
and to the European sense of identity of Plovdiv
residents:

92% of Plovdiv

residents say they are proud
of their city and for about

40% the ECoC action

is related to the history and
culture of Plovdiv.

72% have positive

associations regarding city
designation as ECoC – a basic
sense of prestige, raised the
international profile of the
city and recognition of the
city as a European cultural
centre.
The share of Plovdiv residents
who define themselves
as citizens of Europe has
increased –

43.3%

in 2019
(this share was 34.9% in 2017).
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The project contributes to the city's economy:
Sustainable growth of visitors
to the city, originating from
the country – from 28% of
the adult population of the
country in 2017 to

39% in 2019.

The above-mentioned rate
equals almost

2 million and
200 thousand

adult Bulgarians who visited
Plovdiv in 2019.

More than

1,200,000

Bulgarians attended
an ECoC event.

The receipts resulting from the
expenditure made by visitors of
a cultural ECoC event from the
country only for the last two
years (2018 and 2019), without
expenditure for tickets and
transport, amount to about BGN

400 million.
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The number of foreign
visitors with overnight stays
only in accommodations
with 10 and more beds in
Plovdiv has increased by

27%

in 2019 compared
to 2015 according to National
Statistic Institute data. Equal
if not higher is the growth
of visitors with overnight
stays in accommodation
establishments with less than
10 beds and apartments rented
through internet platforms.

The share of visitors from
EU countries to all foreign
visitors increased by

44%.

The number of registered
enterprises on the territory
of Plovdiv has increased by

25% in the sector "Culture,

sports and entertainment", and
the number of employees – by

16%.

PRESENCE IN THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA

PRESENCE IN THE
INTERNATIONAL MEDIA
Crucially important for the work of our team to promote
the project worldwide was to attract the interest of the
international media and our wish to inherent their organic
curiosity also mattered.

The daily work with foreign media as of 2017
resulted in over 800 publications (350 interviews,
20 reportage films).
For the first time, Plovdiv was in the focus of a huge
number of prestigious world media such as CNN Travel,
New York Post, Lonely Planet and coverage appeared in
almost every country on the Old Continent, in the United
States, China, India, Russia, etc. in total in more than 48
countries. Among the most famous media that covered
the positive changes in Plovdiv were: Le Figaro, The New
York Times, Euronews, La Repubblica, Daily Telegraph,
Deutsche Welle, RAI TV, The Economic Times, the
German national televisions ZDF and ARD, also FrancePresse, Reuters, TASS, the Chinese agency Xinhua,
Associated Press, and many more.
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PRESENCE IN THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA

England, Italy, France, Spain, Hungary, Greece, Austria, Lithuania, Belgium, Germany, Norway, Switzerland, USA,
Cyprus, Portugal, Poland, Ireland, Indonesia, Australia, Croatia, Sweden, India, China, Slovenia, Slovakia, New Zealand,
Netherland, Luxembourg, Denmark, Romania, Serbia, Canada, Belgium, Turkey, Malaysia, Ghana, S. Korea, Finland,
Russia, Japan, Latvia, Jordan, Montenegro, Abu Dhabi, Vietnam, Philippine, Saudi Arabia, Qatar

The organization of media tours was essential
for the quality presentation of Plovdiv – ECoC
to international media.
The specially tailored programmes were in line with
the specific themes of the media tours. Starting in the
beginning of 2018 and until the end of 2019, Plovdiv 2019
Foundation planned and successfully implemented four
media tours with over 250 participants.
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PRESENCE IN THE INTERNATIONAL MEDIA

FEBRUARY 2018
We presented the project and introduced the cultural
sights of Plovdiv to over 200 journalists from more than
30 countries. We hosted representatives from media
such as France Presse, Corriere Della Sera, Financial
Times, CNN International, Radio – Canada Quebec, BBC
World Service, and many others.

photo credits: Violeta Dincheva

SEPTEMBER 2018
The announcement of the Highlights in the programme of
"Plovdiv 2019" was attended by journalists from Europe,
Canada and America with live broadcasts and filmed
video reports from Plovdiv.
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photo credits: Violeta Dincheva

JANUARY 2019
The opening of Plovdiv – ECoC 2019 – this media tour
gave a very strong impetus to the coverage of Plovdiv –
ECoC internationally. More than 30 representatives of
various media were present: Euro News, Kleine Zeitung,
Reuters, Agence France-Presse, Anadolu Agency, CAPA
TV, ART Magazine, NDR Fernsehen, Budapest times, etc.,
press conferences, interviews, 3 press centers, visits to
events and sights of the city.
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photo credits: Violeta Dincheva

AUGUST 2019
Visiting events from the program of "Plovdiv 2019" – with
media representatives from Austria, Belgium, USA, China,
Croatia, Greece, Germany, Great Britain, Russia, Hungary,
and Slovenia. The programme included visiting to
performances from the Opera Open festival, concerts, the
last scene of the film Reunion, new exhibition spaces etc.
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LIFO.GR

link

„Travel to Plovdiv, the European
Capital of Culture for 2019.
Bulgaria's second-largest city
is bustling with life, growing
rapidly and boasting of an
enviable event with dozens of
events aimed at extroversion”

ERONEWS

link

"Plovdiv celebrates its ancient
heritage and its pluricultural
past and present, by choosing
the logo #together for the
current year as the European
Capital of Culture”
GEO

link

”Bulgaria's second-largest city,
Plovdiv, has been combining
cultures for 2000 years and has
a new trendy district."
REUTERS
“Bulgaria’s southern city of
Plovdiv kicked off its year as
a European Capital of Culture
with lights and music show on a
30-meter high tower in the city
center”
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THE INDEPENDENT

link

“Plovdiv has all the right
ingredients for a city break:
a cobblestoned Old Town,
impressive ancient ruins, and a
lively drinking and dining scene.”

THE BUDAPEST TIMES

link

“Picturesque Plovdiv in central
Bulgaria and second city to the
capital Sofia, is a past wonder
and present-day splendor:
an eternal city immersed with
volumes of history, more than
almost all others”
RAI NEWS 24

link

“Plovdiv is as if a living museum,
with culture, history and
architectural monuments."
IXIGUA
“A glamorous show with the
participation of over 1,500
performers marked the
beginning of activities of the
Bulgarian city of Plovdiv as
European Capital of Culture
for 2019”
18
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PRESS READER

link

MARIE CLAIRE
Évasion

124

125

1. Le Forum romain
2. Kapana, le quartier
branché de Plovdiv.
3. Une des nombreuses
maisons patriciennes
du centre historique.
4. L’accueil traditionnel,
avec pain, sel et miel.
5. Ruelle de la vieille
ville.
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Plovdiv, capitale européenne de la culture 2019

Touristes et amateurs de culture trouveront
à Plovdiv de quoi faire leur bonheur. Au croisement de deux civilisations, cette ville, une
des plus anciennes d’Europe à avoir été habitée de façon permanente, possède d’impressionnants sites archéologiques et une
culture vinicole particulièrement florissante.
#TousEnsemble
« Depuis que nous avons appris la sélection de
notre ville en 2014, cela a été un travail achar-

né de chaque instant, commente le bourgmestre
de la ville Stefan Stoyanov. Nous nous sommes
souvent dit que c’était un ‘Highway to hell’, car,
durant tout ce temps, nombreux sont ceux,
parmi nos collaborateurs et bénévoles, qui ont
à peine pu prendre un jour de repos. Mais c’est
un tel honneur pour notre ville! C’est aussi une
énorme responsabilité car il faut reconnaître
que très peu de gens connaissent Plovdiv. Mais
les choses sont clairement en train de changer :
nous avons déjà accueilli 10 à 20 % de touristes

en plus et, pour l’année 2019, nous espérons
arriver aux 2 millions de visiteurs, moitié bulgares, moitié occidentaux. » Thème de cette
année culturelle? Together. « Nous avons
voulu impliquer toutes les minorités dans ce
projet, poursuit Stefan Stoyanov. Dans notre
ville six fois millénaire, Bulgares, Juifs, Turcs,
Arméniens, Grecs, musulmans et orthodoxes
cohabitent sans problème. En fait, comme nous
sommes au croisement de deux civilisations,
nous n’avons jamais rien connu d’autre. »

ÉTIENNE HEYLEN. HANNAH VAN DE SANDE.

Située à quelque 140 km de Sofia, Plovdiv, deuxième plus grande ville de Bulgarie,
a été élue, ainsi que Matera dans le Sud de l’Italie, capitale européenne de la
culture 2019. Il n’est pas trop tard pour la découvrir. Par Étienne Heylen

Antique mais bien vivante
Les Romains ont laissé des traces bien
visibles à Plovdiv. Au centre de la ville se
trouve le stade de Philippopolis, en référence
à un des premiers noms de la cité. Construit
au IIe siècle avant notre ère, sous le règne de
l’empereur Hadrien, il pouvait accueillir
jusqu’à 30 000 spectateurs. Long de 240 m
sur 50 m de large, il est cependant en grande
partie recouvert par la principale rue commerçante piétonne de la ville.
Un peu plus loin, un monumental amphithéâtre datant des années 90 de notre ère
a été découvert par hasard en 1965. Sa
scène est entourée de 28 rangées
concentriques de bancs en marbre, où
6000 spectateurs pouvaient prendre place,
ainsi qu’une loge réservée à l’empereur. « Le

We cooperated and welcomed over 100 journalists
in individual visits throughout the year (we
organized hundreds of meetings, interviews, visits to
events, tours in Plovdiv, and the region).
We approached the interests and orientation of each
media individually, with suggestions and organization
of interviews with artists, local figures, members of the
foundation's team, visits to cultural events, museums
and galleries.
56 journalists from leading European and world media
visited Bulgaria to cover the beginning of the Bulgarian
Presidency of the Council of the EU 2018.
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fait que nous pouvions alors frapper nousmêmes la monnaie prouve que la ville était, à
cette époque, une métropole d’importance et
la plus grande de la province de Thrace », souligne notre guide. Désormais, les combats
de gladiateurs ont cédé la place à de plus
pacifiques mais non moins impressionnants
spectacles et concerts. Enfin, une très belle
réalisation du projet Plovdiv 2019 est la
transformation de Kapana, partie de la ville
jusqu’il y a peu totalement délabrée et essentiellement utilisée comme gigantesque
parking. Aujourd’hui, c’est une zone piétonne peuplée de restaurants et cafés branchés, de galeries d’art et de boutiques de
designers. Un quartier qui, le week-end,
attire par centaines les visiteurs venus
humer son atmosphère particulière.

Culture… du vin
Le vignoble bulgare existe depuis au moins
3000 ans. Dans l’Iliade déjà, Homère chantait les louanges du vignoble de Thrace.
Quant au culte de Dionysos, c’est ici qu’il
serait né. Grand amateur de vins bulgares,
Winston Churchill était parvenu, dit-on, à
en faire livrer quelques fûts en Angleterre
durant la Seconde Guerre. Sous le régime
communiste, ces vins étaient principalement exportés vers les pays du Comecon
mais, après la chute du Mur, leur production
a considérablement baissé. Aujourd’hui, on
parle d’une véritable renaissance, les vins
bulgares étant de plus en plus appréciés,
jusque chez nous. Les différents vignobles
proches de Plovdiv (voir ci-dessous) peuvent
se visiter sur rendez-vous… Lors de notre
retour en voiture vers Sofia, la radio diffusait
Drunken sailor, tube sixties du chanteur folk
anversois Ferre Grignard. Un hasard ?
Y ALLER
Ryanair relie Charleroi à Sofia en 2 h 40.
De là, il faut rouler pendant environ 140 km
jusqu’à Plovdiv.
DORMIR, BOIRE ET MANGER
Hôtels : The Stay Hotel, dans la zone piétonne.
thestayhotelplovdiv.com - Odeon, proche du
forum romain. www.hotelodeon.net
Restaurants : Atlas, dans le centre, non loin du
Stay Hotel. www.atlashouse.bg - Smokini,
restaurant branché, dans le centre. smokini.bg Grebetsa, sur la rive sud du canal Raven.
Vignobles : Bendida à Brestovitsa, plus une
œnothèque dans le quartier de Kapana.
www.bendida.eu - Villa Yustina à Ustina.
www.villayustina.com
Info: visitplovdiv.com
plovdiv2019.eu
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MEDIA THAT BECAME PART OF ORGANIZED
JOURNALIST TOURS:
Rai Uno, Euronews, CNN International, Geo magazine,
Turnipseedtravel.com, Eurocheapo.com, Charlie
OnTravel.com, Boening.eu, www.15min.lt, www.lrt.lt,
Budapest times, TravelContinent.at, Lifetramp.com ,
www.columbustravelmedia.com, Kleine Zeitung, CAPA
TV, ART Magazine, www.globoport.hu, NDR Fernsehen,
Salzburger Nachrichteh, Reuters, Agence FrancePresse, Anadolu Agency, www.miaumagazin.ck; www.
lifo.gr, Die Preußische Allgemeine Zeitung, www.
authenticfoodquest.com; Metropoly magazine; Bulgarian
Consul in Belgium, www.7sur7.bg , www.ilico.bg , www.
bencherryphotos.com ; Belgian National Television,
Xinhua Agency, Marie Claire Magazine, TASS Agency,
Rijeka Radio, TV Rijeka, Gastronaut.hr, Dona Secret,
La Nouvelle Gazette, Travel Magazine, Le Courrier de
l'Escaut, RTBF radio and many others.

MEDIA, WITH INDIVIDUAL VISITS:
Euronews, The Guardian, ARD TV, ARD Radio, DW TV,
EuroMaxx TV, Die Presse, RTV – Portuguese Public
TV, ZDF TV, Tribune de Geneve, Rai Uno, Rai 3, Slovak
State Television, ORF TV, ONDA TV, Delo Newspaper,
Korean Air, Corriere Della Sera, Sueddeutsche Zeitung,
Osservatorio Balcani Causaco and many others.
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EASY VIAJAR

link

THE URBAN LIST

link

WELT

link

THE STAGE

link

CERODOSBE

link

THE HIMALAYAN TIMES

link
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TRAVEL CONTINENT

THE GARDIAN

LE DEVOIR
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link

BBC

link

ARD WIEN

link

NACIONAL

link

CNN

link

link

link
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STUFF АВСТРАЛИЯ

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ITALY

„Plovdiv: Why it could be
Bulgaria's – and Europe's –
best-kept secret?“

"Plovdiv, the other European
capital of culture"

NEW DELHI TIMES

DIE PRESSE

“Bulgaria’s oldest city honored
as European culture capital”

“A lively pedestrian zone leads to
the partially uncovered Roman
stadium“

THE NEW YORK TIMES

LA REPUBBLICA

“Roman Ruins? Sure, but
Bulgaria’s Second City Offers
So Much More”

"Bulgaria: discovering Plovdiv,
the other European capital of
culture"

photo credits: Steliyan Trifonov
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THE PERCENTAGE OF PUBLICATIONS
DIVIDED BY MEDIA TYPE:

37%
ONLINE
MEDIA

31%

PRINTED
PUBLICATIONS

11%

PERSONAL BLOGS
AND VLOGS

11%

TELEVISION

10%
RADIO
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PRESENCE IN THE BULGARIAN MEDIA

PRESENCE IN THE
BULGARIAN MEDIA
In 2019, the peak of the events in the programme of Plovdiv
2019 varied between 40-60 per month. The distribution
of information about them is almost equal as coverage –
national – 1523 and local – 1857.
Plovdiv as ECoC was covered in over 14 850 internet
publications, the number of print editions was over 2177.
The radio and television broadcasts were over 285.
One of the events with the greatest media coverage was
the Opening event, reported in 1870 national editions.
Special segments existed in the big private televisions
NOVA TV, BTV Media Group, and in specialized TV show for
culture with national coverage "Culture BG" of the Bulgarian
National Television.
850 broadcasts of spots, columns, games and interviews
in the radio channels – bTV Radio, Jazz FM and Classic FM,
Bulgarian National Radio, and 2 000 interviews, videos and
reports in the leading programmes Horizon, Hristo Botev
and the broadcasts from the cities Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas,
and others.
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FILM PRODUCTIONS

FILM
PRODUCTIONS
Our next marketing tool was successfully preparing and
producing two films about Plovdiv –European Capital of
Culture. After the title year, they keep being broadcast in
Bulgaria and abroad, as an element of inheritance and
a programme asset of Plovdiv 2019 Our desire was to
impart more content about the development of Plovdiv in a
modern, fun and dynamic way.
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FILM PRODUCTIONS

MOST-WATCHED FILM FOR

Reunion

2019

The motion picture Reunion is a romantic comedy with a
number of starring famous Bulgarian actors. The movie
revealed the charm of Plovdiv and told the story of
friends from childhood, who gathered in Plovdiv after
many years.
The movie was filmed in Plovdiv and triggered enjoyment
and inspiration among the local participants. The last
scene of the film presented the first floating concert,
organized at the Rowing canal of Plovdiv with the
participation of favourite pop stars.
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FILM PRODUCTIONS

RESULTS FROM THE FLOATING CONCERT:

10 000 5 000
VIEWERS
WATCHED LIVE

VIEWERS
WATCHED ONLINE

RESULTS FROM THE FIRST NIGHT OF THE MOVIE:

91 108
VIEWERS

797 609
BOX OFFICE

photo credits: ↖ BTV

The soundtrack of the movie was shot in the Kapana
district and had more than 400 thousand views on
Youtube.
After the successful screening in Matera and London,
"Reunion" continues to present Plovdiv to the
international audience in Montenegro, Munich and
Vienna, in Madrid, at the Berlinale festival and will
continue to tell the world about Plovdiv.
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FILM PRODUCTIONS

photo credits: National Geographic

Explore Bulgaria – Plovdiv
A documentary adventure series, the result of a
partnership with the trusted National Geographic, in a
somewhat extreme manner investigates the present-day
secrets and explores the historical riches of the city.
The six episodes on Plovdiv were broadcast on the
stations of Fox Networks Group Bulgaria on the
territory of Bulgaria, Slovenia, North Macedonia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Croatia
and Albania.
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FILM PRODUCTIONS

RESULTS FOLLOWING THE PROMOTING
AND BROADCASTING OF THE EPISODES
BY END OF JULY 2019:

2 500

broadcasts of promo videos in
5 of the leading channels in the
FOX group.
Outdoor advertising
for 6 weeks, reaching

500 000

people in big cities.

7 whole pages in magazines
and newspapers with a total
circulation of over

192 000 copies.

Photos, video tags, selfie
videos were used for
Facebook and Instagram,
which reached

1 884 200

Movie viewers – over

– an increase of 114%
compared to Explore
Bulgaria season 4 and

people in Sofia, Plovdiv,
Burgas, Varna,
Stara Zagora, Ruse.

engaged – an increase
of 122% compared to the
previous season.

31 000

158

broadcasts of the specially
created spot on BG radio,
Darik and Radio Energy.
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45 897

IMAGE PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS

IMAGE
PROMOTIONAL
CAMPAIGNS
Launching the new visual identity
The first image promotional campaign started at the
national level with the announcement of the new visual
identity at the end of 2017. Three short promotional
videos were developed and broadcast online, outdoor
advertising was displayed, a new dynamic HTML5
website was launched and an official event to present the
new visual identity was carried.
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IMAGE PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS

Everything happens #together in Plovdiv
The second image campaign named Everything
happens – Plovdiv – ECoC 2019 (August 2018).
The main goal of the campaign was to help get the
national audience informed about the project and
the opportunities for joining it, as well as about the
possibilities for tourist visits to the city of Plovdiv. The
operational objectives were:
•

To show Plovdiv as a destination for cultural tourism
in the context of the upcoming events-part of the
program of Plovdiv – ECoC 2019;

•

To inform about the project and the importance of
Plovdiv as the first ECoC of Bulgaria.
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The campaign encompassed different means for ensuring
maximum efficiency and reaching diverse audiences
such as television, radio, online media, as well as outdoor
advertisements in different formats, positioned in major
cities and on the national road network. Three versions
of a promotional clip, for TV, internet and radio, were
created, etc. Moreover, some games were broadcast on
national radios and in social media. The following results
were achieved during the time of the campaign:

1 058

Game with prizes on
Facebook, that reached over

132

On closing the campaign,
in Youtube alone,
there were over

110

views and hundreds of other
broadcasts on different
TV channels during the
campaigns of partners of ours.

broadcasts of the promotional
clip on national tv stations.

broadcasts of the radio spot.

outdoor advertising locations
in major cities, highways and
border crossings.

45 000 users.

263 292

The campaign Everything Happens #together was nominated in
the Art Direction category of FARA 2019. The video won a reward
within the scope of the International Tourist Exhibition "Vacation &
SPA EXPO 2019". This is the largest and the most prestigious forum
in tourism in our country and one of the most authoritative tourist
fora in the Balkans.
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Promotional campaign in Rome
In 2018, we invited the citizens of Rome and its guests
to visit Plovdiv and Matera in 2019. 400 city buses
were branded with a common brand vision of the two
European Capitals of Culture. We had stories published
in the newspapers with the greatest reading audiences
in Rome: Corriere Roma, Messaggero, LEGGO ROMA,
METRO ROMA, TROVA ROMA, La Repubblica Lazio, etc.
The campaign included 3D mapping on the facade of the
Municipality of Rome, right in the historic heart of Rome
and close to the Colosseum in Capitol Square. It told the
numerous audience the story of the Bulgarian script and
alphabet and how it contributed to spreading Christianity.
Hence the viewers embarked on an exciting journey,
outlining Bulgaria's contribution to European cultural
identity. The campaign was met with many positive
reactions and comments on social networks.

photo credits: ↖ Dir.bg, ↗ Svetla Chalakova
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In the period 2017 – 2018, a promotional campaign was
set оn the tv and digital networks of the leading global
media CNN, Euronews and BBC in over 50 countries,
in partnership with the Ministry of Tourism of Bulgaria.
The digital campaign in the media channels of Euronews
continued till January 2019. Different channels were
used (TV, digital and PR), different formats (TV videos,
journalist videos, online pre-roll videos, banners, articles
and infographics, and newly created landing pages). The
promotional videos, as well as the digital campaign with
20 videos, were adapted to 6 language versions.
The TV campaign
reached out to nearly

The digital campaign
attained nearly

people.

impressions in more than 50
countries in the EMEA region.

25 million

14 million

The work in partnership with the Ministry of Tourism in
2019 promoted Plovdiv on the roads of Europe, granting
visibility for a wide audience in a non-standard way.
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Promotional campaign with RyanAir on social media
and on the company's mobile application. The campaign
aimed at potential visitors to the city from the area of Italy
and of Belgium. The campaign targeted specific regions
on the social media of RyanAir.

credits: RyanAir

The campaign
reached out to

2 012 307
people.

During the campaign, RyanAir
ticket reservations from
Milan to Plovdiv increased by

24.54%

and those from
Brussels to Plovdiv by

17.02%.
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UNESCO – “World Heritage Review”
In the last issue of 2019 of UNESCO’s official "World
Heritage Review", a two-page article about Plovdiv was
published. At the core was the presentation of Plovdiv
as one of the most ancient cities in the world, with rich
culture, architecture, and history, and of the Bishop
Basilica, as one of the most valuable archaeological and
cultural sites in Bulgaria. The magazine is published
in three languages: English, French and Spanish. Its
circulation is 8900 and 111 754 electronic subscriptions.
It reaches the members of the World Heritage Committee,
UNESCO Commissioners, the ministries of tourism and
culture, delegates to the World Heritage Committee,
UNESCO sessions, national tourism boards. 65% of the
audience the magazines reach is in Europe and North
America.

Circulation

8 900

Electronic
subscriptions

111 754
photo credits: Violeta Dincheva
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ONLINE
COMMUNICATION
The Online communication strategy
Included the following channels: Facebook, Instagram,
Linkedin, Twitter and the Google Ads platform.
The main goal was to achieve high awareness of the
project Plovdiv 2019, by communicating individual events,
content related to other European capitals of culture,
and promoting Plovdiv as a cultural and historical centre.
The challenge was to create content for a wide and
diverse audience. In its biggest peak, the Facebook page
of Plovdiv 2019 fell into the top 3 rankings of the fastestgrowing pages in Bulgaria according to SocialBakers.

WEBSITE
The site of Plovdiv 2019
was visited over

1,5 million
times by nearly
400 000
users since the
beginning of 2019.
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FACEBOOK

55 000
followers.

Increasing the audience
since the beginning
of 2019 – over

80%

13 000

20%

515
events, reaching over
1 million

of the audience
is from Bulgaria,
from abroad.

120

publications per month.

INSTAGRAM

10 000
followers.
NEARLY

1 300

publications.
The hashtag #plovdiv2019
has been used over

46 000
times.
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ADVERTISING
MATERIALS,
BRANDING AND
DISTRIBUTION

credits: Studio PUNKT

Advertising materials
In order to reach the widest and most diverse audience
we created different types of digital and printed
information publications – monthly programmes
in Bulgarian and English, monthly highlights of the
programme, printed for outdoor positions in pedestrian
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areas in Plovdiv, weekly highlights of the programme
published in a Plovdiv daily newspaper, an Englishlanguage brochure intended for an international
audience, a programme for the opening weekend
of Plovdiv ECoC 2019; a Book with Highlights from
the programme, publications for children, image and
highlighting posters, calendars, leaflets, etc. They
reached a wide audience at all levels – local, regional,
national, and international.
Over 550 000 printed copies were distributed to 195
sites at the local and national level in Sofia, Plovdiv,
Pazardzhik, Asenovgrad, Hisarya, Smolyan, Pamporovo,
Zlatograd, Borino, Chepelare, Karlovo, Devin, Kardzhali,
Svilengrad, Haskovo.

Over

550 000

printed copies were
distributed to

195
sites.

photo credits: Natalia Vasileva
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Ad hoc publications were issued and campaigns carried
with regard to programme highlight events like Listen
to us, 100% Plovdiv, Travelling the world. Art from
Germany – exhibition, Urban Games, River Feast, etc.

credits: ↑ Studio PUNKT, ↓ Rossina Pencheva
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The weekly programme
of Plovdiv 2019 used to be
printed in a free newspaper
with a circulation of

40 000
which was distributed to
37

points in the city
of Plovdiv.

One copy of the Programme Highlights was put in the
special time capsule, buried in the Roman Forum in the
city centre to be handed on to the future generations
of Plovdiv.

credits: Studio PUNKT
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photo credits: Rossina Pencheva
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photo credits: Rossina Pencheva

Outdoor publicity
Image branding on outdoor publicity at the national level
started in 2017 and in 2019 reached 563 permanent
locations in Plovdiv, Sofia, Varna, Burgas, Veliko
Tarnovo, Trakia highway, and others. Several large-scale
advertising campaigns were conducted as well as several
smaller ones aiming to raise the awareness of event
highlights in the ECoC programme.
The programme highlights displayed on locations along
the pedestrian zones were updated on a monthly basis.
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credits: ↑ L. Argirov, ↓ Nadezhda Chipeva

In view of getting the events visible for all, we made
numerous roll banners, flags, etc., and branded over
850 events with them in 2018 and 2019, in Plovdiv and
in the region.
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photo credits: Rossina Pencheva
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credits: ↑ Studio PUNKT, ↓ Natalia Vasileva

Souvenirs
We made over 30 types of advertising items,
some of them were offered for sale in 15 stores.
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photo credits: Bozhidar Kostadinov
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photo credits: Rossina Pencheva

Many organizers of events, public and private, who
were not part of our programme, recognized the cause
and wished to use the ECoC brand in their advertising
materials and campaigns, broadcast the advertising
videos of Plovdiv 2019 and branded their events:

photo credits: VC MARITZA
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International Canoe Kayak
Competition
Diplomatic meetings,
International meetings
under the patronage of the
President of America for
Bulgaria Foundation with the
participation of 16 ambassadors
from around the world.
Meeting of National Antarctic
Programmes (COMNAP).

The performances of the
formations "Big Band Plovdiv",
"Wind Band Plovdiv" and "NG
Little Band".
Boxing Gala: Pulev vs.
Webster of the World Boxing
Organization (WBA). Broadcast
in the Diema Xtra package, as
well as on the subscription
streaming platform Play Diema
Xtra. (Watched by 13 million).

World Taekwondo
Championship.

photo credits: BNR

The logo of Plovdiv 2019 was present on the equipment of the teams
of BC "Academic Bultex 99" and VC “Maritza”, our promotional videos
were broadcast during meetings at national and international level.
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COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMME

EVENTS WHICH
ADDED VALUE TO THE
COMMUNICATION
AND PROGRAMME
The 55-hour challenge with Krasi Georgiev
A charity event meant to support children with complex
medical conditions. This was a campaign with more
than 10 live broadcasts, over 15 interviews on national
television channels, broadcast live, and generated more
than 350 publications in national and local media.

The event on
Facebook had

114.7 K
people reached and
1.7 К
responses.
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Partnership with the Bulgarian Association
of Communication Agencies (BACA)
The Festival of Creativity and Media – FARA has been
a partner since 2017. Over the years it has included
a number of promotional activities: organizing a
competition that chose a team to represent Bulgaria
in the Cannes Young Lions competition in June 2017
was Cannes, France. The winner video, as well as other
participating videos in the competition, were published on
social networks and aroused great interest. All competing
videos and their rights are owned by Plovdiv 2019. The
most preferred video in social media. Full of emotions
reached , by the end of 2017, to more than 200,000
people, was viewed over 78,000 times and triggered over
8,000 reactions.
The year 2019 saw the organisation of the competition
for an entertaining and positive video on the theme How
do you proceed to make a European capital of culture.
The winning video collected almost 170,000 views on
social media.

credits: www.viktorivanov.com
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Annual BG Radio Music Awards
The most exciting and anticipated music event in
Bulgaria – the ceremony for the awarding of the Annual
Music Awards of BG Radio in 2019 was held in Plovdiv,
in support for the communication and promotion of the
ECoC by becoming part of the programme:

credits: BG Radio
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350

broadcasts of radio
advertising on BG Radio.
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broadcasts in the promo
announcements on NOVA TV,
Diema, Kino Nova and City TV.
Internet advertising –
the presence of the logo of
Plovdiv 2019 on the official
website of the event.
9 broadcasts of a video lasting
30 seconds on the video walls
before and after the ceremony.
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600

broadcasts of advertising on
Radio Energy, Radio City, Radio
Veronica, Radio 1 Rock, Radio
Nova, Radio 1.

7 000
invitations and
3 000

posters with the logo
of Plovdiv 2019.
The campaign in the social
media of BG Radio built by
sharing short videos of famous
Bulgarian artists such as
Vladimir Ampov – Grafa, BTR,
Four Magic, Dara.

EVENTS WITH ADDED VALUE TO THE
COMMUNICATION AND PROGRAMME

photo credits: Ivan Mandevski

"8 Grand Pianos“Concert Tour
This was an unprecedented show, which delighted
fans of classical music and was one of the highlights of
the closing events of "Plovdiv 2019". It united the four
Bulgarian cities, finalists for ECoC. Eight grand pianos,
16 pianists, 32 hands performed 4 concerts in Plovdiv,
Sofia, Veliko Tarnovo and Varna. The pianists came from
eight countries: Germany, Italy, Russia, Canada, Korea,
Japan, Slovakia, of course, Bulgaria and even from the
Philippines.

BROADCASTING OF:

611

radio spots.
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46

advertising videos in the
programme of BNT and
production of all advertising
materials for the event.

SPONSORS

SPONSORS
Our goal was to have financial contributions by business
partners grow into image support of the first ECoC
of Bulgaria. Together with our business partners, we
presented the commitment of the corporate and private
sector to the largest cultural project of the EU. We created
several joint advertising campaigns, which contributed
to the brand identity of “Plovdiv 2019". An identity which
will live on and will remain an inheritance for the city of
Plovdiv, for years on end. The applied innovative approach
included linking the brands with the logo of Plovdiv 2019 –
co-branding of different products which further promoted
Plovdiv – ECoC and in an impressive way infused positive
attitudes towards the city and the project. More than 100
types of co-branded products of different companies were
distributed nationally and internationally whose combined
circulation reached several hundred thousand (over
400,000). Thus support from the business community was
confirmed and additional interest in the project raised.

Our greatest gratitude goes to the sponsors of
Plovdiv 2019 for the financial support and for
having associated their brand to ours in the
most important moment for us.
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photo credits: Krassimir Krastev

Kamenitza AD – Bulgaria's first beer supported its

hometown in this important year for Plovdiv and
presented the city to the whole of Bulgaria as the ECoC.
Apart from being the general sponsor of the project
and the beer of Plovdiv 2019 the partnership grew in
time in several directions: the creation of a common and
unified vision, presented and communicated with a large
billboard advertising campaign, on billboards, positioned
in more than 120 commercial sites in Plovdiv and in the
region. Kamenitza AD took an active part in the events
of Plovdiv– ECoC 2019, and more specifically in Hills of
Rock, one of the biggest rock festivals in the country.
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Krivicki & CO – One of the first and extremely important
partners for the promotion of "Plovdiv 2019". Starting
in 2017, the company provided advertising facilities for
positioning advertising visions linked to the project, and
due to which we reached a multi-million audience.

EVN Bulgaria EAD also supported with funds the

Project Plovdiv – ECoC 2019. The focus of this joint
partnership was to promote the cultural achievements of
the city of Plovdiv, support the sustainable development
of the city and promote the development of cultural
tourism.

"Taxi 1 – more than 80 branded cars eased the daily

work of the team and carried transfers of foreign guests.
The taxies offered the monthly programmes to the clients
and from September 2018 made publicity for the project
on a national level.

photo credits: Taxi 1
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Coca-Cola system Bulgaria – apart from bringing

financial support, it launched a special limited series of
packages, stamped with the design themes of the ECoC
2019. Several co-branded campaigns were carried,
including outdoor advertising, TV advertising, influencers
in social networks, and the outreach was beyond
1,400,000 people.
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photo credits: BMW Bulgaria

BMW Bulgaria OOD linked its brand MINI to the

ECoC and cared for the comfort and promotion of the
foundation by supplying the team with three artfully
and uniquely branded cars. The company associated its
advertising slogans to the project slogan "#Together",
it welcomed the official guests for Plovdiv ECoC 2019
throughout the whole title year.

photo credits: BMW Bulgaria
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photo credits: Vila Yustina Winery

Villa Yustina Winery partnered starting from 2017

onwards with co-branded bottle labels and with a
percentage of sales donated for the support of projects in
the programme. The co-branded bottles were distributed
in Bulgaria, Austria, Belgium, Poland, Switzerland,
Germany, China, Taiwan, Canada, and the USA. Many of
the guests for Plovdiv 2019 had a privileged experience,
tasting the wine and bringing some bottles home. The
company supported many events.
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Holiday Inn – One of the newest hotels in Plovdiv

entered readily and with eagerness into a partnership
with the "Plovdiv 2019"Foundation. As early as in 2017
and later on many guests and journalists were greeted
there with great professionalism.

photo credits: Bulmint Ltd

Bulmint Ltd issued a unique series of five medals with

the most renowned architectural and cultural symbols
of the city of Plovdiv and with the logo of Plovdiv 2019.
A percentage from the proceeds was donated to Plovdiv
2019. These unique medals keep making publicity for the
first Bulgarian capital of culture.
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photo credits: Violeta Dincheva

REFAN, in addition to the financial support, branded
several large outdoor advertising positions with the
general brand, distributed a series of 7 co-branded
products in the store network not only in Plovdiv and
Bulgaria but also abroad. As part of the promotional
effort, the company offered products for the guests of
Plovdiv 2019, who could take with them the famed aroma
of Bulgarian roses.
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Hemingway provided hotel accommodation for the
foundation's guests and discount for the restaurant.

IDEA COMM – In the context of outdoor publicity,

IDEA Comm provided advertising equipment at strategic
locations in Sofia and in the country, resulting in an
optimal outreach to great numbers of target users.

Evropeiski patishta provided billboard positions at key
locations on Trakia Highway.

Dimitar Madjarov EOOD in partnership with Plovdiv

2019, developed especially co-branded products that
lovers of delicious food could buy from the store network.

University Hospital for Active Treatment "Pulmed"

along with the given financial support, provided for free
medical staff and equipment for events from the Plovdiv
2019 programme.
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AND PRESENTATIONS
An important aspect of the presentation of Plovdiv 2019
at the national and international level were the image
enhancing and detailed presentations at different fora,
that we organized or were carried in partnership with
other institutions.

photo credits: Violeta Dincheva

The Foundation team organized 2 editions of the forum
Tourism, prior to the title year, which aimed to support
the preparation of the tourism industry for the title year,
to have them get acquainted with the project, with the
opportunities for partnerships and to make them aware of
the challenges we could face.
•
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During the first edition, we had a guest speaker from
San Sebastian 2016, who shared their tourism-related
experience with us. This event was conducted in

HIGH PROFILE FORA
AND PRESENTATIONS

partnership with the Ministry of Tourism, the Cervantes
Institute – Sofia, the British Council, and more than 50
representatives of the tourist industry attended the
meeting, asked questions and exchanged ideas.
•

During the meeting in March 2018, the guest speakers
were representatives of Aarhus – ECoC 2017, and of
Liverpool – ECoC 2008. More than 60 participants
from the tourist industry of Plovdiv actively took part
in the event, asked many questions and established
links with organizers of events and festivals from
the programme of Plovdiv 2019, with the overall aim
to better organize the work with foreign tourists.
Possibilities for business partnerships with the project
were discussed during these meetings.

We initiated and carried many special presentations in a
number of international fora. Also image enhancing for
the project were the major festivals, which started their
editions in 2017:
•

Forum for the cooperation between the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe and China "16 + 1".

•

9th International Meeting on Tourism; tourist forum
with the participation of the Deputy Minister of
Tourism and the National Board of Tourism, etc.

•

Conference organized by the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development in London,
dedicated to investment opportunities in Central and
Eastern Europe.

•

European Congress of Culture UNESCO World
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Heritage Zollverein in Essen, Germany. Over 100
famous lecturers from the world of business, with
over 750 participants from the world of culture and
media, presented the latest trends in the development
of the cultural market. A special panel presented the
city of Plovdiv and the initiative "Plovdiv 2019", as well
as the theme "Cultural Tourism".
•

Plovdiv hosted the Creative Bulgaria three-day tour
with the participation of over 20 representatives from
9 countries of tour operators, journalists, bloggers,
and professionals, working in the field of creative
tourism. Colombia, United Kingdom, Spain, Austria,
Netherlands, Thailand, Poland, Romania, Mexico.

•

Participation in the World Travel Market, London –
the leading global event for the travel industry, the
world's largest fair for tourism professionals. In a
special event, which was part of an international
advertising campaign and was organized by the
Bulgarian Ministry of Tourism with more than 40
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British and other international media present, the
most interesting festivals, large-scale performances,
and events from the programme of "Plovdiv 2019"
were.
•

Participation in the largest ITB tourism exhibition
in Berlin, intended for both professionals and the
general public. A special presentation was made for
Bulgaria, with a focus on Plovdiv – ECoC.

•

A campaign in 2019 at the Cultural Centre in Madrid
on "ECoC Plovdiv 2019".

• MIT Moscow, in partnership with the Ministry
of Tourism.
•

The annual meeting of ABTTA.

•

In Paris at the exhibition "Top Reza", participation in
an advertising campaign initiated by the Ministry of
Tourism and implemented by Havas Group Bulgaria.

•

In partnership with Christian of Roma, we had our own
advertising space at Cosmoprof Worldwide Bologna –
the world's leading trade show and advertising pages
in YOU magazine.

• Vacation & SPA Expo, Sofia was specially branded
with the visual brand identity of Plovdiv 2019 and
3D pictograms. At the exhibition, the video part of
the advertising campaign "Plovdiv 2019 – everything
happens" received an award for advertising video in
the field of tourism.
•
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XVIth International Tourist Exhibition "Cultural
Tourism". Together with the Municipality of Plovdiv, we
presented "Plovdiv – ECoC 2019".

COOPERATION WITH BULGARIAN
INSTITUTIONS ABROAD

COOPERATION
WITH BULGARIAN
INSTITUTIONS ABROAD
We are grateful for the support and cooperation to:

Ministry of Tourism
In the beginning of 2017, we signed a bilateral
partnership, aiming to increase of interest in Plovdiv as
a tourist itinerary and the implementation of the ECoC
2019. We united our efforts to apply efficient marketing
in the promotion of Bulgaria and of Plovdiv as attractive
destination with a rich cultural and historical heritage.
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In accordance with this partnership agreement, the
logo of Plovdiv 2019 was present in the design of the
Bulgarian national information stands, organized by
the Ministry of Tourism at international fairs, either
specialized in this type of tourism or held in countries
with interest in Bulgaria.
The communication and promotion materials prepared
by the ministry for thematic events and exhibitions
included data and visual brand identity for Plovdiv –
ECoC. The project was also referred to in presentations
for specialized fora, congresses, exhibitions and other
events. The ministry's social network accounts also
included banners, links and information. The aim was to
optimize the efforts of the institutions and to ensure the
best results for Bulgarian tourism.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Our deepest gratitude to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the Republic of Bulgaria and to Bulgarian institutions
abroad, cultural institutes, consulates general and
embassies for their cooperation and active promotion
of the first ECoC of Bulgaria. Thanks to their active
involvement, we managed to reach not only Bulgarian
and foreign diplomats, but also a huge international
audience. Since 2017 the Foundation team regularly
prepared and provided printed and digital advertising
materials. There were partnerships with these institutions
on the implementation of thematic events, dedicated to
Plovdiv 2019.
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Embassies and consulates:
•

Permanent Representation of the Republic of Bulgaria
in Brussels

•

Bulgarian Embassy in Brussels

•

Bulgarian Embassy in Paris

•

Bulgarian Embassy in Rome

•

Bulgarian Embassy in The Hague

•

Bulgarian Embassy in Madrid

•

Bulgarian Embassy in Amman

•

Bulgarian Embassy in Berlin

•

Bulgarian Embassy in Athens

•

Consulate General of Bulgaria in Thessaloniki

•

Consulate of Bulgaria in Liege for Wallonia

•

Honorary Consulate of Bulgaria in Campania District

•

European Union Agency for Criminal Justice
Cooperation (Eurojust)

•

Consulate General of the Republic of Turkey in Plovdiv

•

Embassy of the Russian Federation in Sofia
and others
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Cultural institutes:
•

Bulgarian Cultural Institute Rome

•

Bulgarian Cultural Institute in Prague

•

Institute of Culture of Southern Italy

•

Bulgarian Cultural Institute in Germany, Berlin

•

Casino de Madrid Cultural Centre, Spain

•

Matera 2019, Italy

•

French-Bulgarian Association of Vandœuvre-lèsNancy

•

Business Association of Japan and Southeast Europe
(BAYAYI) and others

Plovdiv appeared in a French textbook of geography for
students aged 15-16. The textbook was published by one of
the largest publishing houses in France – Nathan.

credits: Creative Europe
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In January 2020, Plovdiv 2019 symbolically passed
the cultural relay to the ECoC 2020 cities – Rijeka and
Galway. A message from Plovdiv 2019 was engraved on
a small sculpture, symbolizing the Plovdiv motto and
reads: "LET'S STAY TOGETHER IN EUROPE".
The symbolic artwork was authored by the renowned
Plovdiv artist Atanas Hranov and is a hint of the history
of Plovdiv and of its Seventh hill, presented in the form of
an open book.

photo credits: Violeta Dincheva
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